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the discovery of Cosmic Rays

A completely unexpected source of
very high energy  relativistic particles:

 
    The first glimpse into
    the “High Energy Universe”

    Birth of Particle Physics



102  years ago,
the discovery of Cosmic Rays

A completely unexpected source of
very high energy  relativistic particles:

 
    The first glimpse into
    the “High Energy Universe”

    Birth of Particle Physics

Where are we now ?



…. we are HERE at CERN 



 The place where
 (with an extraordinary effort)
  the last crucial element
   
 [the “Englert-Brout-Higgs
 Boson]

 of a  quite extraordinary
 intellectual  construction 

 The “STANDARD MODEL”
 of Particle Physics

 has  been discovered.



Where is Fundamental  Science 
after the discovery of the 
Englert-Brout-Higgs  particle ?



The discovery of the Higgs boson and 
is a cause of celebration  and  great  joy. 
for those who performed it  (!)  [but also  for  all scientists]



But …., are we seeing  too much success  for 
the Standard Model ?

A “negative” surprise:

No production of new particles
No sign of New Physics 
(expected on theoretical grounds)

Is New Physics  “beyond the corner”
or beyond the reach   of LHC ?

A large  new territory explored
with the result of a validation
of the Standard Model

The discovery of the Higgs boson and 
is a cause of celebration  and  great  joy. 
for those who performed it  (!)  [but also  for  all scientists]



Compelling Motivations 
for “Physics Beyond the Standard Model”

Evidence for Dark Matter
(not a field of the Standard Model)
[Explicit “classic” experimental discrepancy]

Quantization of Gravity

Dark Energy 

Inflaton field

Matter/anti-Matter asymmetry
…..... 



History of  Particle Physics
has been  characterized by a continuous  flow
of discoveries  (new particles, new phenomena....),

The triumph of the Standard Model
has  been accompanied by   a slow-down
In the rate of  surprises and new discoveries.

Will LHC  soon  open the window
of a new set of phenomena ?

if not ... then      “What's Next”? 



We have “Deep Problems” we want to address
but need new observations,  new laboratories to explore 
the open questions on the “Boundaries of Science”.



The laboratories to “explore the boundaries”

could be future accelerators.
(perhaps already LHC 13 TeV)

but also [in many cases  only] in

 Astrophysical  objects/environments 

and in 

Cosmology studies

We have “Deep Problems” we want to address
but need new observations,  new laboratories to explore 
the open questions on the “Boundaries of Science”.



Cosmic Rays
The first hint of the existence, 

and a fundamental probe for the study  of the 

“High Energy Universe”.



Cosmic Rays
The first hint of the existence, 

and a fundamental probe for the study  of the 

“High Energy Universe”.

Astrophysical Objects,  mechanisms that
generate   very high energy  (non-thermal)  particles 



Multi-Messenger 
Astro(Particle)Physics

Cosmic Rays

Gamma Rays

Neutrinos

[Gravitational Waves]



Jakob van Santen 



e±

p

Astrophysical  object
accelerating particles to
relativistic energies

Contains populations of
relativistic  protons, Nuclei
electrons/positrons 

Cosmic Ray Accelerator

Emission of

COSMIC RAYS

PHOTONS

NEUTRINOSProton, nuclei + electrons, positrons



“Hadronic Emission”

“Leptonic Emission”



Egret
Agile
Fermi

Hess
Magic
Veritas 

Milagro
ARGO 

Gamma 
Astronomy
“Golden Age”



FERMI
telescope



HESS  (Namibia)

Mirror
110 m2

Camera 
5o  Field of view



Superposition of a “diffuse flux”    (disk of the Galaxy)
and an ensemble of point-like  or quasi point-like sources



2FGL

2nd  FERMI
Catalog

24 months 
of observations

1873 sources

E > 100 MeV







SN1006 Tycho Cas A

Chandra X-Ray images 

SuperNova Remnants



Reconstruction of the Proton population
Inside the two SuperNova shells



  ACTIVE  GALACTIC  NUCLEI



 Invisible
 Counter JET

Radio
Lobes

 JET JET

 “hot spot” “JETS”



Acceleration at the 
Termination Shock 
of the jets  (“hot spots”)



The Milky Way  Galactic center





Gamma  Ray  Bursts
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IceCube evidence for

extra-terrestrial neutrinos

“A glimpse of the promised land”
(Christian Spiering)

Evidence becoming  compelling.
Interest of the community very strong
Excellent contribution at this  workshop.



125 m string separation
17 m between PMT's



Study of 
Contained Events



A “track”



A “shower”



Total Number of Events :    37
Background from 
Down-going Muons

Atmospheric 
Neutrinos    

Excess = 5.7 sigmas



Energy distribution



Declination, Zenith angle distribution



Confirming
Evidence from
neutrino-induced muons !



Gary BinderLOW ENERGY  extension !



Gary BinderLOW ENERGY  extension !



Disentangling  the Components 

Standard 
Atmospheric
Standard

Atmospheric 
Charm

Astrophysical



Jakob van Santen
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….. or perhaps the reverse ?

The astrophysical flux  measurement
depends on the charm production cross section



….. or perhaps the reverse ?

The astrophysical flux  measurement
depends on the charm production cross section

Lot of attention to the charm production cross section
at this meeting.



EXTRA-GALACTIC  or include

 GALACTIC  contribution ?



Distribution in Galactic Latitude
(concentration on the galactic plane?)  

Distribution in Longitude
(concentration near galactic center ??)  



Gamma Ray Sources



“Wild Speculation, dangerously playing with
 Small numbers.....

                   [2 years data]    [3rd  year]

Down-going          24               4

Up-going                 4               5

Time  dependence ?!
(at 3 sigma level)



Possible extensions of IceCube



old IceCube logo
(from the Economist)
…. may be obsolete ?



4100m

2400m

3400m
ANTARES NEMO NESTOR

Projects in theProjects in the
MediterraneanMediterranean





The Energy Spectrum of Cosmic Rays



The  main problem  with cosmic rays...... 

Earth

Astrophysical 
source

Astrophysical 
source



Earth

Astrophysical 
source

Astrophysical 
source

Measure the   energy spectrum of an ensemble
of sources, averaged in time, and 

modified by propagation effects



Serap Tilav



1st feature: Pamela/Cream  hardening at 240 GV



Bruna Bertucci



















The “Pamela Positron Anomaly”:
[The fact that  positrons have a harder spectrum than electrons]

has been the most discussed
topic in cosmic ray physics in the last few years.

Dark Matter interpretation
[but what about anti-protons ?]

The “anomaly can be explained with: 

an additional, unexpected,  hard source of positrons 
(or  more likely positrons  and electrons).
Most popular hypothesis  acceleration in Pulsars 

Also explanations in terms of propagation
(e.g. Eli Waxman) have been offered



Air Shower  Observation 
of Cosmic Rays

The fundamental motivation
for this  series of  workshops



image by Ralf Ulrich

the Source

the Shower

the Data



image by Ralf Ulrich

the Source

the Shower

the Data

[The estimate of the Energy and Mass
 of the shower  requires the
 detailed modeling of shower 
 development]



COSMIC RAYS ASTROPHYSICS

PARTICLE  PHYSICS



 1. Obtain data  at accelerators 
    (LHC !   + others)

 2. Develop a sound theoretical 
    framework  to extrapolate to
    high  energy.

 3. Interpret  the CR data

UHE Cosmic Ray
Data

Theory  (QCD) + 
[Accelerator Data]

“Direct Route”   Program:



 1. Obtain data  at accelerators 
    (LHC !   + others)

 2. Develop a sound theoretical 
    framework  to extrapolate to
    high  energy.

 3. Interpret  the CR data

 1.  What new  measurements
      are most important/possible ? 

 2. What are the  best theoretical
     instruments  to guide the 
     extrapolation?    
 
 3.  Where are we?
 4.  What can we achieve ?

UHE Cosmic Ray
Data

Theory  (QCD) + 
[Accelerator Data]

“Direct Route”   Program:

Questions:



UHE  Cosmic Ray  
Data

Particle Physics
 [hadronic interactions, 
  “exotica” ?]

  Is it possible to obtain
   information  about 
   Particle Physics  from  the
   UHECR  data ?



UHE  Cosmic Ray  
Data

Particle Physics
 [hadronic interactions, 
  “exotica” ?]

  Is it possible to obtain
   information  about 
   Particle Physics  from  the
   UHECR  data ?

 Isn't  (the lack of information
 about)  composition an
 “impossible obstacle” ?

1.  Astrophysical composition
     measurements:
  *  Magnetic deviations
  *  Energy losses imprints on
      the energy spectrum
 
2. “Self-consistency”  or 
    “Bootstrap”  ?



Structures
in the  CR
spectrum



Tibet Air Shower Energy Spectrum



Tibet Air Shower Energy Spectrum

SAME DATA
Different shower simulation



Tibet   ASgamma

The “Shape of the KNEE”



Op

He

Fe

Horandel Model  (largely motivated by Kascade data)
for the evolution of composition o 

Same structure [“Peters cycle”]  repeated “rescaled in Z”



















Questions/Comments  after looking at the ARGO  result:

   Why the discrepancy with previous measurements ?

       Different method  of mass measurement

      KASCADE :  Muon content  [Large A = large Nmu]

       ARGO :  Shape of the lateral distribution of the shower
   

If this “early bending”  measurement of the bending of
the proton/helium component is correct, this is important.

Does this has something to do with  
the modeling of the shower ?



Questions/Comments  after looking at the ARGO  result:

    1.  Why the discrepancy with previous measurements ?

       Different method  of mass measurement

      KASCADE :  Muon content  [Large A = large Nmu]

       ARGO :  Shape of the lateral distribution of the shower
                     [Shape of the Cherenkov light image]
   

If this “early bending”  measurement of the bending of
the proton/helium component is correct, this is important.

2. Does the  discrepancy has something to do with  
    the modeling of the shower ?

Important to  Verify 



Energy Region

“from the Knee to the Ankle”

TUNKA 

TELESCOPE ARRAY / TALE

KASCADE GRANDE



Vasily Prosin



Vasily Prosin



Masaki Fukushima



Masaki Fukushima





Juan Carlos Arteaga-Velazquez



ULTRA HIGH ENERGY
COSMIC  RAYS

Where the interplay between 
   

   Hadronic physics and 

   Cosmic Ray  Astrophysics

is most important  and most interesting

AUGER  Observatory
TELESCOPE ARRAY







Masaki Fukushima



Beautiful agreement !
[Model independent 
 (quasi calorimetric) 
method to measure energy.

Calibration  at the highest energy 
VERY important to establish the
nature of the high energy suppression

Masaki Fukushima



Jim Matthews



Masaki Fukushima



Masaki FukushimaTelescope Array



Masaki FukushimaTelescope Array





Masaki FukushimaTelescope Array Masaki Fukushima



AUGER Coll.   
astro/ph 1408.4121

Average Muon number
in  UHECR hybrid events







Masaki Fukushima

Scientific significance
of a  real anisotropy effect
is remarkable



Interpretation of   the  
Cosmic Ray  spectral features



Interpretation of   the  
Cosmic Ray  spectral features

“Bold”    synthesis  of Gaisser, Stanev and Tilav 





All Structure  in the  CR spectrum 
attributed to  effects in the accelerators

Propagation is a smooth  (power law), featureless
softening effect.



All Structure  in the  CR spectrum 
attributed to  effects in the accelerators

Propagation is a smooth  (power law), featureless
softening effect.

Opposite assumption  (for the knee)
By Dmitri  Semikoz

All  structure due to propagation:





Modeling of 

HADRONIC INTERACTIONS



   Quantum 
  Chromo 
  Dynamics
 



   Quantum 
  Chromo 
  Dynamics
 

Instant history 
of QCD in 4 nobel prizes



The proton is  NOT point-like
 (1955-1956)

1961 Nobel prize to Robert Hofstadter
“for his pioneering studies in electron scattering
in atomic nuclei and for his thereby achieved discoveries
Concerning the structure of the nucleons





 Baryons and Mesons
 are (formally) made of
 “Fundamental Entities”



 Quarks as “Partons”    (1969) 



QCD



 Parton
 Distribution 
 Functions

 Rapid growth
 for x → 0



Hadronic  Interactions

Composite  (complex) Objects
Multiple  interaction  structure QCD





Multiple Parton Interactions 
(in the same collision)
is  the essential  element in the modeling

Problem of 
“correlated PdF's”  (energy conservation).

Problem of the “b-dependence”  of the PdF's.
[briefly discussed by Anna Stasto]





(c.m. energy)2 

of parton-parton system

 Increasing   the 
 c.m. Energy:

 More parton-parton
 Interactions

  pp cross section  grows 
  Higher multiplicity.
  More complex event.
  Softer energy spectra.

Interacting Partons 

 all 

 hard



  TOTEM  measurements of total, elastic, I
                inelastic cross sections  sqrt[s] = 7,8 TeV



  Recent ATLAS  measurement at 7 TeV









Peter Skands
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Peter Skands



Peter Skands



My personal appeal to Peter Skands
(and to the LHC Montecarlo builders)



My personal appeal to Peter Skands
(and to the LHC Montecarlo builders)

Develop  your model also for
interactions of proton-nucleus, nucleus-nucleus
(and the interactions of meson-nucleus)

This seems to be clearly of interest to test 
many ideas and insights, 
and of great value for cosmic ray studies.

The separation between MC codes for accelerators
and MC codes  for cosmic ray studies  has technical
Motivations, but it is of course unnecessary and undesirable 



Yoshitaka ITOW
Hiroaki MENJO



Pseudo-Rapidity
versus  angle:

Very small angle
production:



LHCf  data     hep-ex/1104.5294 [photon distributions
 in 2 very forward
 angular regions]













What have we learned at LHC
about “soft” hadronic interactions ?
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How well constrained  is the modeling
of Cosmic Ray showers  in light of our
deeper and more extended knowledge ?

below LHC energies
(above LHC energies [extrapolation needed])



What have we learned at LHC
about “soft” hadronic interactions ?

…. of course the answer is : “A LOT !!”

How well constrained  is the modeling
of Cosmic Ray showers  in light of our
deeper and more extended knowledge ?

below LHC energies
(above LHC energies [extrapolation needed])

…. I'm personally  somewhat more cautious
than at least some of my colleagues. 
Our models stands reasonably well,   but uncertainties 
still quite significant.



What are the most significant measurements 
(for cosmic ray studies)  to be performed at LHC ?

0.   c.m.  Energy extension (...obvious)

1.   Observed Phase Space  extension
      (very difficult .. but in my view also very important)

2.   Better diffraction cross section determination.

3.   Program of proton/light-nucleus   observations
3a. Program of nucleus/light-nucleus  



Is a p-light nucleus of interest
for the ALICE/Heavy Ions community at CERN ?



Is a p-light nucleus of interest
for the ALICE/Heavy Ions community at CERN ?

….  well  of course the most fascinating  science
      is in Lead-Lead  collisions.  This is where
      New  behaviours (Quark-Gluon-Plasma...)

But  (it seems to me)  that it is possible to 
construct a  robust argument that to develop
a full understanding of “normal behavior”
In nucleus-nucleus collisions,
a more  full span of Phase Space  is very important



The interest of the Cosmic Ray community
in the continuation (and development !)  of
The “forward Physics”,   (Full Phase Space)
programs  at LHC is  VERY STRONG !



The interest of the Cosmic Ray community
in the continuation (and development !)  of
The “forward Physics”,   (Full Phase Space)
Programs  at LHC is  VERY STRONG !

A full  understanding of the 
Multi-Parton-Interaction  structure 
of inelastic collisions requires a 
coverage of the entire phase space  including the
Very-forward – very/backward  
Fragmentation region.

So significant “intrinsic” (Particle Physics) interest
in these programs



More in general:

Uncertainties on  soft hadronic interactions remain 
 a significant source of systematic uncertainties 
for many different studies  on a broad  energy range

[From very low energy: pp → p p + few pions]
Study of acceleration in SN remnants 
Production of neutral pions (that decay into gammas)

[Up to sqrt[s] = 430 TeV

 



Bridging the Gap 

 between 

Soft        and      Hard  
Hadronic Interactions



Bridging the Gap 

 between 

Soft        and      Hard  
Hadronic Interactions

Problem of CONFINEMENT



SOFT  QCD studies

Have NOT only a  simple  “engineering”  interest
as a instrument to  reconstruct the primary particle
mass and energy in a shower.

They confront a very significant  scientific 
open problem for the Standard Model

(In my view)  they deserve a strong,  broad
Experimental  and theoretical  program.







The  interconnection between 

Particle Physics 
   and 

Cosmic Ray  science
[High Energy, multi-messenger-Astrophysics]

has  a very  long  past-history 

My final message:



The  interconnection between 

Particle Physics 
   and 

Cosmic Ray  science
[High Energy, multi-messenger-Astrophysics]

has  a very  long  past-history 

… and a very promising future.

My final message:
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